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ABSTRACT

We have considered in detail the analysis of higher order Lie-Backlund

symmetries for some representative nonlinear evolution equations. Until now all

such symmetry analyses have been restricted only to the first order of the

infinitesimal parameter. But- the existence of Backlund transformation (which can be

sfo*m to be-an overall sum of hitler order Lie-BScklund symmetries) makes it

necessary to search for such higher order Lie-Backlund symmetries directly without

taking recourse to the BScklund transformation or inverse scattering technique.
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In recent times there have been rigorous analysis for the search of

methodology for obtaining soliton solutions of nonlinear partial differential

equations and also for the exhaustive analysis of the symmetry structure of

(2) *
such equations . Over the past years experience it is now quite apparent that

these symmetry structures play a crucial role in the exact integrability of such

equation. The most important type of symmetry is the Lie-Bilcklund symmetry, whose

(3)
initiation began in the celebrated research ofQvvsianikov , Ibragimov and

(2) (L) restrict
Anderson* , Bluman and Cole and others.But all such1 analyses/themselves to only first

A
order in the parameter of transformation, in conformity with the concept of Sophus

Lie. But the recent finding and the demonstration by Steu'del that the B9cklund

transformation of any nonlinear partial differential equation (nlpde) is generated

by summing all order Lie-Backlund symmetries, makes it necessary to extend the

direct search of such Lie-BHcklund generators to higher order in the transformation

parameter.

Let us denote a nonlinear evolution equatior ,

where the subscripts denote partial derivative with respect to x and t. Let

in(u,u ,u , be the generator of the Lie-BHcklund symmetry of equation (l). In the

sequel we will adhere to the notation, u = u , u - 11 , u = U ,,, and so on.
x 1 xx 2 xxx 3

At this point it is worth mentioning that our analysis also holds good for quasi-

evolution type equation:

as we demonstrate by examples from both classes. Before ouiur; into the

actual calculation we fix up a notation of the generator "V in different order

of the parameter and also about its dependence on the variables u , u , etc.

We write

f^y = for first order symmetry

(f\_ = for second order symmetry

If. = for third order and so on

and denote the explicit dependence of u. through the functional dependence as:

I, . II, , i:i 1

"V 1 U2 "\ 1 U2 "I 1 U2 °3 ' etC'
Let us denote the total space and time derivative as

(3)

(4)

then "1 satisfies a linear partial differential equationin D , D for (1) and (2).
V x t

Let us consider the case of the nonlinear equation occurring in crystal

dislocation:

(5)

in which case *\ satisfies

U -
(6)

- 1 - which is the equation for usual Lie-BHcklund (LB) symmetry (first order) . written

in full (6) reads
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• fallowing )

L
. ahd so for higher derivatives.

( 7 )

i-s then_eafey to show that the sets of Solutions of equation (7)are the

"3 Wi% -^

(8)

Equation (8) tells us that these generators are connected by the recursion

operator

A = -i

(9)

It is Very interesting to note that the solution (8) and the operator A are

identical with that of sLne-Gordon or PMK-dv equation, though the governing

equation for ̂  is different. A simple expression of this fact is that all these

three equations have the same space part of BBcklund transformation.

We now proceed to

in £ , where the basic transformation is u-tu + £ f\ (u. .... u ). Then the second

order Lie-BScklund generator satisfies:

Lie-BMcklund symmetry to second order

1

(10)

For PMK-dv equation

{11)

For sine-Gordon equation.

(12)

For crystal dislocation equation.

The new aspect of these equations is that for the solutions we require

the expression of «\ as input and one may use any of the expressions in {8.). For

ifl = u we find . "

o
(13)

Again if we use K\ Cui ,u^] as input we get
1 ' 3 '

4 &.

2

(14)
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So that for each from of the if) we can calculate K\ . We now pass to

the third order case; the differential equation for n"| is

For PMK-dv equation

x^ir

For sine-Gordon equation

(16)

From the structure of these equations it is quite evident that the solution ,

of in requires information about both fi and

and i<\ we get
'\ If we use the simplest form of tj

ffi w e

A striking feature Is that all the three equations (15), (16) and (17)

have again the same solution.

The important feature that emerges from our analysis is that the defining

equation of the Lie-BScklund symmetry in first,second and third order and presumably

in all order yield the same solution for those equations for which the x-component of

the Backlund transformation are the same. The reverse procedure for obtaining the manv

symmetry generators from the Backlund transformation has been known ftjf a long

time. So our approach is complementary to it. The detailed analysis and properties

of such symmetry generators will be communicated in a future publication.
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